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Editor’s Note
19 years old Vivekananda came to Ramakrishna and asked, “You are talking God, God all the
time. Where is the proof? Show me the proof!”
Ramakrishna said, “I am the proof.”
Vivekananda was expecting some great intellectual explanation on God, But Ramakrishna
said, “I am the proof God exists.”
Vivekananda did not know what to say and he left.
Three days later, he came back and asked, “Okay, can you show me God?”
Ramakrishna asked, “Do you have the courage to see?”
Vivekananda said, “Yes”
Ramakrishna just placed his foot on Vivekananda’s chest and Vivekananda went into samadhi
for 12 hours. He never asked another question in his life after that.
Swami Vivekananda words that describe self-realization,
“The knowledge of the Absolute is absolute in itself. No amount of study will give this knowledge. It is not theory; it is realization. Cleanse the dust from the mirror; purify your own mind. In
a flash you realize that you are the Brahman and your self is Its reflection. In other words, the
Brahman is known to every human being as “I am”. But man does not know himself as he is.
The Atman (Brahman) is self-illumined. Cause and effect do not reach the Atman. This disembodiedness is freedom. The Atman – the Brahman is beyond what was, or is, or is to be”.

< --- >

Bharti Dhiman
Editor & Publisher
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NEWS
Utah’s Juab County Commission to open with Hindu
prayer for 1st time

Juab County Commission will start its day in Nephi (Utah, USA) with Hindu mantras on June
four, for the first time since its formation in 1852, containing verses from world’s oldest existing
scripture.
Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed will deliver the invocation from ancient Sanskrit
scriptures before the Commission. After Sanskrit delivery, he then will read the English interpretation of the prayers. Sanskrit is considered a sacred language in Hinduism and root language
of Indo-European languages.
Zed, who is the President of Universal Society of Hinduism, will recite from Rig-Veda, the oldest
scripture of the world still in common use; besides lines from Upanishads and Bhagavad-Gita
(Song of the Lord), both ancient Hindu scriptures. He plans to start and end each prayer with
“Om”, the mystical syllable containing the universe, which in Hinduism is used to introduce and
conclude religious work.
Reciting from Brahadaranyakopanishad, Rajan Zed plans to say “Asato ma sad gamaya, Tamaso ma jyotir gamaya, Mrtyor mamrtam gamaya”; which he will then interpret as “Lead us from
the unreal to the real, Lead us from darkness to light, and Lead us from death to immortality.”
Reciting from Bhagavad-Gita, he proposes to urge commissioners and others present to keep
the welfare of others always in mind.
Zed will also meet Commissioner Clinton L. Painter before the invocation.
Rajan Zed, a global Hindu and interfaith leader, has been bestowed with World Interfaith Leader Award. Zed is Senior Fellow and Religious Advisor to Foundation for Religious Diplomacy,
Spiritual Advisor to National Association of Interchurch & Interfaith Families, on the Advisory
Board of The Interfaith Peace Project, etc. He has been panelist for “On Faith”, a prestigious in2

teractive conversation on religion produced by The Washington Post; and leads a weekly
interfaith panel “Faith Forum” in a Gannett publication for over seven years.
Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about 1.1 billion adherents
and moksh (liberation) is its ultimate goal. There are about three million Hindus in USA.
Juab County was at one time reportedly considered to be one of the richest mining districts in the nation. It includes Fish Springs National Wildlife Refuge, where 298 species of
birds have been recorded.
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Governor humiliated for addressing in Hindi : Salil Gewali
The Governor of Meghalaya – Sri Ganga Prasad
faced a barrage of criticism when he delivered his
maiden speech in the National language in the Meghalaya Legislative Assembly. Even one of the legislators abruptly walked out of the assembly hall while the
Governor was address the session . Thus, the Governor was intensely scoffed at and humiliated through the social media and other news media.
Well, everyone has their right to disagree and criticize. Of course, we do not disagree that the
majority of people in Meghalaya are not fluent in Hindi. This is not a big deal. But disrespecting the language could be.
This news also made many of my facebook friends abroad pretty curious. One very learned
scholar – Avital Markel from New York speaks out her mind with a dose of humor: ‘why is there
so much noise when your governor delivered the speech in the language which is originally
from India itself? I know another popular name of this country as Hindustan, not “Englistan”,
I believe.’ Another Yoga teacher from Las Vegas — JM Palmer remarks — ‘it’s ridiculous that
people can disrespect their own language. I can easily pronounce a good many Sanskrit
terms. I personally have tremendous respect for India’s Sanskrit and other languages because
they are the languages of Yoga and wisdom of spiritual dimension’. Mr. Palmer is a spiritual
seeker who regularly visits India.
I think both Avital and Palmer views resonate with what the citizens of other countries feel.
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At least with those who have not been insanely fascinated by the English language like
some Indians do. It’s much observed in the country that one without English speaking
skills is obviously looked down upon. The ‘inferiority complex’ vis-a-vis the West and its
external trappings often hold many Indians back in asserting that they are Indians. This
syndrome is getting more pronounced among the certain class of intellectuals and the
snobbish folks. This has already taken a very ugly shape. The trait of sedition is quite
noticeable amount the certain class of citizens.
Anyway, if we have regularly tolerated the bunches of fraudsters, rapists, and murderers
in the parliaments and state assemblies in the country, why could we survive a speech of
few minutes in Hindi and so on?
On the contrary, the citizens of very developed nations such as China, Russia, Germany,
Portugal, France will never lose their calm when their leaders speak in the native languages. Actually, they all speak their own languages. The imperialist British till the date has
literally failed to cast its spell on them. The citizens of those self-reliant countries rather
swell their chests and claim their superiority and what they are due for.
If I am not mistaken Hindi is one of the most widely used official languages of the country.
So, even if we are unable to learn the language, it would do jolly good if we do not disrespect it at all. Here it will be quite relevant to cite a case of the Prime Minister Narendra
Modi’s speech at United Nations General Assembly. I believe, nobody walked out of that
international summit on 27th Sept 2014 when the Prime Minister delivered his speech in
Hindi. Thank God, we didn’t have any leaders from Meghalaya who might have cringed
with embarrassment and walked out! That particular speech by PM Modi in UN was so
applauded that it subsequently served to motivate the member countries across the world
to vote in favor of declaring a Yoga International Day for 21st June.
Incidentally, Hindi is a very powerful language, if we go deeper. This language is so
self-sufficient that it is one of the direct descendants of Sanskrit, the oldest and the perfect language in the world. On the robust ground of India’s Sanskrit the Modern linguistic
stands. Kudos to those unprejudiced and rational intellectuals such as Sir William Jones,
Johann Goethe, F. Schiller, Franz Bopp, F. Schlegel, Ferdinand de Saussure, Leonard
Bloomfield, Noam Chomsky who discovered the incredible literary gems in the languages
of India.
Finally, for those who sniff at the languages of Indian origin and the wisdom and culture
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associated with them, I would like to share just one opinion by their much celebrated
English master. Here exclaimed the American British Nobel laureate TS Eliot: “Two years
spent in the study of Sanskrit under Charles Lanman, and a year in the mazes of Patanjali’s metaphysics under the guidance of James Woods, left me in a state of enlightened
mystification.” I think we should not walk out of the “truth”. India has for ages been enriching the intellectual treasure troves of the West. But, what is a huge paradox is that our
Indians are either not aware of it all or they do not want to acknowledge it.
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Hindu prayer to open Enid City Council in Oklahoma on
May 1
Enid City Council in Oklahoma (USA) will start its day
with Hindu invocation on May one, containing verses from
world’s oldest existing scripture.
Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed will deliver the
invocation from ancient Sanskrit scriptures before the
Council. After Sanskrit delivery, he then will read the English interpretation of the prayers. Sanskrit is considered a
sacred language in Hinduism and root language of Indo-European languages.
Zed, who is the President of Universal Society of Hinduism, will recite from Rig-Veda,
the oldest scripture of the world still in common use; besides lines from Upanishads and
Bhagavad-Gita (Song of the Lord), both ancient Hindu scriptures. He plans to start and
end prayer with “Om”, the mystical syllable containing the universe, which in Hinduism is
used to introduce and conclude religious work.
Reciting from Brahadaranyakopanishad, Rajan Zed plans to say “Asato ma sad gamaya, Tamaso ma jyotir gamaya, Mrtyor mamrtam gamaya”; which he will then interpret as
“Lead us from the unreal to the real, Lead us from darkness to light, and Lead us from
death to immortality.” Reciting from Bhagavad-Gita, he proposes to urge councimembers
and others present to keep the welfare of others always in mind.
Zed, a global Hindu and interfaith leader, has been bestowed with World Interfaith Leader
Award. Zed is Senior Fellow and Religious Advisor to Foundation for Religious Diploma-
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cy, Spiritual Advisor to National Association of Interchurch & Interfaith Families, on the
Advisory Board of The Interfaith Peace Project, etc. He has been panelist for “On Faith”,
a prestigious interactive conversation on religion produced by The Washington Post;
and leads a weekly interfaith panel “Faith Forum” in a Gannett publication for over seven
years.
Enid, founded in 1893 and said to be the social, medical, educational, economic and
political hub of Northwest Oklahoma; claims to have been “voted one of the top fifty cities
in the United States with the highest quality of life.” Enid is home to the annual Tri-State
Music Festival and is said to have third-largest grain storage capacity in the world. Bill
Shewey and Jerald Gilbert are Mayor and City Manager respectively.
Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about 1.1 billion adherents
and moksh (liberation) is its ultimate goal. There are about three million Hindus in USA.
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Odisha’s Jagannath temple Ratna Bhandar to be
opened after 34 years for ASI inspection
Devotees gather at Lord Jagannath temple in Puri.
(PTI File Photo)

Precious jewellery and ornaments of the deities
are kept in the Ratna Bhandar, which was last
inspected in 1984.
The Odisha government on Wednesday granted permission to the Shree Jagannath Temple Administration (SJTA) of Puri to open the Ratna Bhandar after 34 years for inspection
by the Archaeological Survey of India.
Precious jewellery and ornaments of the deities are kept in the Ratna Bhandar which was
last inspected in 1984 and only three of its seven chambers had been opened then. No
one knows exactly what was stored in the other chambers.
“The state government’s law department granted conditional permission to open the
Lord’s Ratna Bhandar for inspection by experts of the Archaeological Survey of India
(ASI) to assess its structural stability and safety,” SJTA chief administrator PK Jena said.
However, he said he is yet to go through the conditions given by the state government.
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“We’ll certainly take precautionary measures before opening the Ratna Bhandar,” Jena
said.
He had earlier clarified that no assessment of the ornaments or valuables kept inside the
Ratna Bhandar will be undertaken and only visual inspection of its roof and walls will be
done.
While a section of servitors are opposed to opening of the Ratna Bhandar, the Orissa high
court has asked the SJTA to inspect condition of the store house of valuable ornaments.
Jena said the modalities to be adopted for opening of Ratna Bhandar will be discussed at
a meeting of the Chhatisa Nijog (apex body of temple servitors) on Thursday.
The Orissa high court on March 22 had ordered the ASI to inspect the structural condition
of the Ratna Bhandar on March 26 and 27 and submit a status report on March 29.
The ASI has undertaken outer inspection of the Ratna Bhandar and said its outer surface
is good. The condition of the inside of the Ratna Bhandar would be inspected after it is
opened.
The Orissa High Court is monitoring the repair work undertaken by the ASI in the 12th
century shrine since 2016, while adjudicating over a PIL seeking judicial intervention for
an effective repair and renovation of the temple.
Source: Hinduistan Times

Oklahoma’s Grady County Board to open with Hindu
prayers 1st time on April 30
The Board of County Commissioners of Grady County,
founded 1907, will start its day in Chickasha (Oklahoma,
USA) on April 30 with Hindu invocation, containing verses
from world’s oldest existing scripture.
Distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed will deliver the invocation from ancient Sanskrit
scriptures before the Board. After Sanskrit delivery, he then will read the English interpretation of the prayers. Sanskrit is considered a sacred language in Hinduism and root language of Indo-European languages.
Zed, who is the President of Universal Society of Hinduism, will recite from Rig-Veda,
the oldest scripture of the world still in common use; besides lines from Upanishads and
Bhagavad-Gita (Song of the Lord), both ancient Hindu scriptures. He plans to start and end
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the prayer with “Om”, the mystical syllable containing the universe, which in Hinduism is
used to introduce and conclude religious work.
Reciting from Brahadaranyakopanishad, Rajan Zed plans to say “Asato ma sad gamaya,
Tamaso ma jyotir gamaya, Mrtyor mamrtam gamaya”; which he will then interpret as “Lead
us from the unreal to the real, Lead us from darkness to light, and Lead us from death to
immortality.” Reciting from Bhagavad-Gita, he proposes to urge commissioners and others
present to keep the welfare of others always in mind.
Zed will also meet Board Chairman Windle Hardy before the invocation.
Rajan Zed, a global Hindu and interfaith leader, has been bestowed with World Interfaith
Leader Award. Zed is Senior Fellow and Religious Advisor to Foundation for Religious
Diplomacy, Spiritual Advisor to National Association of Interchurch & Interfaith Families,
on the Advisory Board of The Interfaith Peace Project, etc. He has been panelist for “On
Faith”, a prestigious interactive conversation on religion produced by The Washington Post;
and leads a weekly interfaith panel “Faith Forum” in a Gannett publication for over seven
years.
Hinduism, oldest and third largest religion of the world, has about 1.1 billion adherents and
moksh (liberation) is its ultimate goal. There are about three million Hindus in USA.
Nestled in rolling prairies, Grady County incorporates about 1,105 square miles of land and
water. Washita River runs through it, while Canadian River provides the northern border.
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Hindu Temple breaking ground in Chatham Illinois April
21
Preparations are reportedly on for Bhoomi Puja (ground breaking) for the new about 8,500 square-feet Hindu Temple of Greater
Springfield (HTGS) in the village of Chatham (Illinois).
Bhoomi Puja is performed to attract the positive energies and to
appease the natural elements of the new site while seeking the
blessings of Vastu Purush and mother Earth to ensure the safety and well-being of all involved in the endeavor, an HTGS announcement says. New temple showcasing the traditional Hindu architecture and including
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a raja-gopuram, is expected to be complete in two years, reports suggest.
The interim Hindu Temple in Chatham, a former Baptist Church, which opens daily, reportedly conducts worship services everyday with customary rituals, celebrates Hindu festivals,
organizes cultural events, runs language and religious education classes, holds study circles and discourses, undertakes religious activities and community service projects, etc.
Meanwhile, distinguished Hindu statesman Rajan Zed, in a statement in Nevada today,
commended efforts of temple leaders and area community towards realizing this Hindu
temple complex.
Rajan Zed, who is President of Universal Society of Hinduism, further said that it was important to pass on Hindu spirituality, concepts and traditions to coming generations amidst
so many distractions in the consumerist society and hoped that this temple would help in
this direction. Zed stressed that instead of running after materialism; we should focus on
inner search and realization of Self and work towards achieving moksh (liberation), which
was the goal of Hinduism.
Mission of HTGS, a non-profit organization established 2007, includes “to preserve and
promote the Hindu Religion, culture and philosophy”. Gopal Reddy and Kamal Chopra are
Chairman and Vice Chairman respectively of the Governing Board of Trustees; while Raghu Raghuraman and Suchitra Puthanpurayil are President and Secretary respectively of
the Executive Committee.
Puja (worship) services at the temple for 60th/80th birthday costs $251, child-naming ceremony costs $51, mundan (tonsure) ceremony costs $31 and for vehicle it costs $25.
Source: World Hindu News (WHN)

Over 2500 women converted to Islam in Kerala since
2006, says Oommen Chandy
Kerala Chief Minister Oommen Chandy
The shrill debate over love jihad is back again following a spate of recent incidents. On
June 25, Kerala Chief Minister Oommen Chandy informed the state legislature that 2667
young women were converted to Islam in the state since 2006.
On June 27, the state high court ordered the Kozhikode City Police Commissioner on June
27 to probe an alleged case of “love jihad” in which a 20-year-old Hindu girl eloped from
a hospital in Kochi with a Muslim boy after the girl’s parents filed a habeas corpus peti9

tion. On July 19, Deepa Cherian (31) a former Christian
housewife converted to Islam was arrested for allegedly
delivering SIM cards to a key terror suspect languishing
in prison.Chandy gave the figures related to conversions
in state legislature as a written answer to an unstarred
question raised by K K Latika, a CPI(M) legislator. According to Chief Minister a total number of 7713 persons were
converted to Islam during 2006-2012 as against 2803 conversions to Hinduism. Interestingly he said no statistics was available as to the number converted to Christianity during
the period. Among those converted to Islam during 2009-12, as many as 2667 were young
women of which 2195 were Hindus and 492 were Christians. As against this number of
young women converted during 2009-12 to Christianity and Hinduism were 79 and two
respectively.
Chief Minister said there was no information regarding the original religions of women who
converted to Hinduism and Christianity.
However Chandy said that there was no evidence for forced conversions in the state and
the fears about love jihad were baseless. “We will not allow forcible conversions. Nor will
we allow to spread hate campaign against Muslims in the name of love jihad” said Chandy
in response to Lathika’s demand for inquiry into forcible conversions.
Hindu and Christian groups are up in arms again repeating their long-standing demand for
a thorough investigation into the phenomenon of “love jihad” in which Muslim youths allegedly lure young women from other communities to convert to Islam feigning love.
“Love Jihad in Kerala is part of global Islamisation project” said Global Council of Indian
Christians. In 2009 Kerala Catholic Bishops Council (KCBC) had stated that more than
2600 young Christian women were converted to Islam since 2006. KCBC’s Vigilance Commission for Social Harmony had called Christians to be on guard against the phenomenon.
Rahul Eswar of the Kerala’s Hindu Parliament, an umbrella organisation of various Hindu
groups called for an immediate inquiry into the phenomenon. “The state police’s attempt in
2009 was to suppress facts about this phenomenon. This will lead to communal flare-ups.
Forced conversions undertaken by Islamists will be cited by Hindu fanatics to establish
their legitimacy” warned he.
Organisations like BJP, Hindu Aikyavedi etc too have called for inquiry and lambasted the
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state government’s policy to whitewash the issue under pressure from Muslim League.
Hindu groups have pointed out growth in Kerala’s Muslim population rate has been
double that of Hindus and Christians. Hindus, Muslims and Christians form 55, 25 and
19 percent respectively in Kerala’s population of 3.33 crore.
Cherian, a former Christian housewife was arrested in Kochi for allegedly providing two
SIM cards to V Noushad – her boyfriend according to the police – who is interred in
Ernakulam sub jail in connection with a drug peddling case. Naushad allegedly handed
over the cards to T. Nazir suspected to be a top Lashkar-e-Tayeba operative in South
India who also is languishing in the same prison in connection with a number of terror
cases including the bomb blasts in Bangalore.
According to the police Cherian who was in Dubai with her husband and children had
become friendly with Noushad who was working as a bus driver there. She allegedly
left her family and returned to India with Noushad subsequently and got converted to
Islam. According to police Noushad is suspected to have faked involvement in a narcotic case in order to get lodged in the jail and assist Nazeer who is alleged to have
made many international calls using the SIM card.
“Love Jihad” had kicked up much dust in 2009 in Kerala and Karnataka after Hindu
groups like Hindu Aikyavedi and Sree Rama Sene began campaign against alleged
attempts to lure young women by Muslim youths feigning love and using them for
immoral or terror activities. The issue acquired serious attention when the state high
court ordered asked the police to inquire into the allegations related to love jihad. This
followed the complaints filed by the parents of two Hindu college girls saying their two
Muslim college mates had cheated them into converting to Islam by promises of love.
But the state police after investigation had informed the court that though there were
complaints about attempts to convert by feigning love that there was no evidence for
the existence of an organisation named love jihad in the state. After this the court withdrew its order to inquire into the issue.
In another case in 2009 Karnataka Police too had informed the Karnataka high court
that there was no evidence for the prevalence of love jihad in that state. This led to the
fizzling out of the campaign by Hindu and Christian groups about the phenomenon in
both states.
Muslim groups condemned the repeated attempts to spread hatred against Muslims
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in the name of a non-existent love jihad. Muslim League, second largest constituent in the
ruling United Democratic Front (UDF) government has strongly denied occurrence of any
forced conversions.
“Love Jihad is a myth being perpetrated by interested groups to vilify Muslims. How can
any one use force in a state like Kerala where all religions, media and civil society in general are so vigilant? The conversions could be voluntary or the result of inter-religious marriages” said Abdurehman
Randathani, MLA and League’s secretary.
“It reminded of the racist propaganda in the US some time ago against blacks who were
accused of luring white women. It is an attempt to demonise the Muslims” Umer Tasneem,
Muslim scholar and English professor at the Calicut University. He smells a rat in Chief
Minister Chandy, a Christian, not revealing the statistics of conversions to Christianity.
“Why only conversion to Islam evokes emotions? Conversions to other groups are seen
spontaneous”.
Eswar too says Christians still lead in organising conversions. “A single major evangelist in
Kerala has officially admitted of receiving more than Rs 1000 crores last year as financial
contributions from abroad. Pentacoastal Missions in Kerala have converted lakhs of persons in last 5 years giving allurements” says Eswar.
According to top sources in police as many as 15 lakhs have been converted to Christianity
in the last 20 years as per official statistics provided by the State Converted Christian Corporation. “Muslims have only two institutions and Hindus only one who have the authority
to convert. But every Christian church has this right” said a top police official.
According the Christian Persecution Update, a website run by Bangalore-based Christian
group, Cherian was only the latest victim of Love Jihad also called Romeo Jihad, a global
project by Islamist groups to lure women from other communities feigning love to make
them accomplices in immoral or terror activities.
“It is a serious issue. We should seriously address it so that no tension is created in Kerala between communities” warned Fr Paul Thelakat, spokesperson of the Syro Malabar
church, the largest Catholic church.

Source: India Today
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Ram Mandir in Islamkot (Pakistan)
Located in Islamkot in Nagarparkar this is the only temple in Pakistan which is dedicated to Lord Ram. This temple has a very distinct construction style and all over there are
inscriptions present in Arabic language.

Source: https://centreforright.com/ram-mandir-in-islamkot-pakistan/
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Puthandu 2018: Significance and Importance Traditions
and History of Tamil New Year
On Puthandu, people in Tamil Nadu start the day by making a visit to the temples. They sit
down to relish a lavish spread of delicious vegetarian dishes in their best traditional clothes
after having paid their respects to the elders in the family.
Wishing you all ‘Puthandu Vazthukkal’!

People in Tamil Nadu are gearing up to celebrate Puthandu (Tamil for new year) on April 14,
this year. Set with the lunisolar Hindu calendar’s solar cycle, it is the first day of the traditional Tamil new year and marks a public holiday in Tamil Nadu as well as Sri Lanka. Interestingly, along with Tamilians across the world, many communities across India celebrate
their traditional new year on the same day. While it is Vishu for people in Kerala, it is Bihu for
those in Assam, Vaishakhi in Punjab and Pohela Boishakh in West Bengal. Manipur, Tripura,
Odisha, Bihar, Uttar Pradesh, Himachal Pradesh, Haryana, Rajasthan, etc., too commemorate their new year festivities on the same day.
On this day, people in Tamil Nadu spend time with their families after they clean up the
house, take part in prayers and offerings and start the day by making a visit to the temples.
They sit down to relish a lavish spread of delicious vegetarian dishes in their best traditional
14

clothes after having paid their respects to the elders in the family.
Alternatively known as Puthuvarusham, the new year begins with the first month of the Tamil
solar calendar, Chittirai. In some parts of Tamil Nadu, the festival is also called ‘Chittirai Vishu’. As an arrangement of prayer offerings, a tray, comprising three fruits — mango, jackfruit and banana — money in the form of coins, gold or silver jewellery, a mirror, flowers, betel leaves and arecanut, is prepared. Similar to the tradition in Kerala, seeing this auspicious
festive tray kept right beside idols of gods and goddesses as one wakes up, is believed to be
a harbinger of good luck and prosperity in the year to come. Welcoming positive vibes and
blessings into the house, floor designs called ‘kolams’ are made using coloured rice flour at
the entrances.
The mangai-pachadi (Nithyasrm, Thamiziniyn/Wikimedia Commons)
A scrumptious feast spread that awaits one on the day of Puthuvarusham. One of the star
dishes on the menu on this day is mangai-pachadi, made using raw mango, sweet jaggery,
red chillies, neem leaves and astringent mustard. An interesting metaphorical explanation
behind the explosive flavours of the dish is that the dish is much like how life comes packed
with different flavourful experiences — some sweet, some bitter, some spicy, some salty, et
al.
Source: http://indianexpress.com/article/lifestyle/art-and-culture/puthandu-2018-significance-and-importance-traditions-and-history-of-tamil-new-year/
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COVER STORY
Anandamayi Ma – The “Blissful Mother”
Sri Anandamayi Ma (1896-1982) was one of the
great Hindu saints of the 20th Century. As a person of
remarkable piety, sanctity, and wisdom, she came to
the notice of both simple people and famous figures
of India. She did not have an outer guru, and emphasized the importance of detachment from the world
and religious devotion, encouraging her devotees to
serve others. An ecstatic child of ecstatic parents,
she became a famous saint who like many other
female Indian saints stood on the edge of several
religious traditions, and in the midst of none.

The central theme of all her words and expressions is
this: Life and religion are one.

All that you do to maintain your life, your everyday
work and play, all your attempts to earn a living,
should be done with sincerity, love and devotion, with
a firm conviction that true living means virtually perfecting one’s spiritual existence in tune with
the universe. To bring about this synthesis, religious culture should be made as natural and
easy as taking our food and drink when we are hungry and thirsty.

Birth & Childhood:
Sri Ma Anandmayi was born on 30th April, 1896 at small village ‘Kheora’ of East Bengal (now
Bangladesh). Her given name was ‘Nirmala Sundari Devi’.
Her father was a devout Vaishnava. He was well known for his beautiful rendering of devotional
songs; his melodious voice never failed to touch the hearts of his audience. Her mother was
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a gentle woman of upright nature totally
dedicated to the welfare of her family.
Little Nirmala was favourite to everyone.
The village Kheora had major population
of Muslim families. And Even now the
Muslim of Kheora refers to her as “Our
own Ma.”

Celibate Marriage:
At the age of thirteen, Sri Ma was married to Sri Ramani Mohan Chakravarty, belongs to
family having tradition of Shakti-upasana, at Atpar. As a child-bride, Sri Ma lived at house
of Ramani Mohan’s eldest brother Sri Revati Mohan and his wife Pramoda Devi for four
years. She cooked, cleaned, fetched water, took care of the children and served her sister-in-law in every way possible.

She was a hard worker but sometimes had a difficult time concentrating on housework.
Her relatives assumed that the trances were due to overwork.
At the age of 18, she went to live with her husband at Ashtagram.

It was a celibate marriage though not by her husband’s choice. She later said that
she had given her husband spontaneous electrical shocks when he touched her the
wrong way. Her husband thought the situation was temporary but it proved to be permanent. His relatives said he should remarry but he did not follow their advice. Later, Her
husband took initiation from her and accepted Sri Anandamayi Ma as his guru. And in
later years Sri Ma used the name ‘Bholanath’ to refer her husband.

Intensive Sadhana:
Sri Ma’s husband transferred from Ashtagram to Bajitpur. Bhajitpur is a significant place
where Sri Ma went through the various processes of intensive sadhana.
From Sri Ma’s words, “One day in Bajitpur I had as usual gone to the pond near the
house where we lived, for my daily bath. While pouring the water over my head, the
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kheyala (a spontaneous thought) came to me,
‘how would it be to play the role of a Sadhaka?
And so the lila (sportive play) began”
In one evening she again swept out her room and
its precincts. She lit incense and made a circumambulation round the cottage with the burner in
her hand. She took care of her husband’s needs
on his return from work. Even to the detail of preparing a hookka for his after-dinner smoke. After
her husband had settled down, she asked his
permission to engage in a little sadhana. This, he
readily granted.
So Sri Ma sat on the floor in a corner of their room
and orally began to repeat the word ‘Hari, Hari,
Hari … ’.
Her husband saw her becoming gradually absorbed in a world of inner joy. After a few days of this routine, he saw her assuming some
yogic postures or asanas. He knew that she had no previous knowledge of Yoga or Yogic
asanas; they were happening to her.
He said one day, “Why do you say ‘Hari’? We are not Vaishnavas”.
Sri Ma asked, “Shall I then say Siva, Siva?”
Her husband was satisfied.

In Bajitpur, her husband was the eyewitness to Ma’s Sadhana Leela, the leelas that
stunned as well as delighted him. He never questioned about these actions but his interest grew. With times as Sri Ma’s superb power became a public talk and the curious
crowd swelled at their home her husband (Bholanath ji) remained unperturbed and calm.
Bholanath faced objections from his own relatives and friends. But never did he stop Ma
in Her Leela. Rarely, as a human being he got excited on some trivial matters Ma Herself
beautifully use to manage the situation. Instead, at times he got worried when Ma went
into samadhi, for long hours, he would then do kirtan and japa to bring Her back to worldly
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self. At that time nobody was allowed to touch Ma’s body without Baba’s permission. He
was definitely an outstanding soul with a lot of verve in his character.
Sri Ma has said, “Sadhanas by which man endeavours to attain self-realization are of
endless variety, and each variety has innumerable aspects. All these revealed themselves
to me as a part of myself.”
In 1922 she became “maunam” that is silent. This silence came as a mark of the fulfillment of sadhana. After the period of maunam, she began to converse with visitors on
religious topics.
Bholanathji realized that he was in the presence of a very special embodiment of Divine
Power. In 1922, Bholanath became Her formal disciple. He remained Her faithful guardian
till his last (1938).
Sri Ma was his spiritual Guru on one hand, and loving, obedient wife on the other.
Bholanath’s Sadhana:
On April 10, 1924, Bholanath became the Manager of the Shahbagh Gardens, a part
of the Estates of the Nawabzadi Pyari Bano in Dhaka. In Dhaka, Sri Ma lived amidst an
atmosphere of the miraculous. Her healing touch was sought by strangers from far and
near. She was seen in ecstatic states of samadhi and mahabhava during kirtans.
During the Dhaka religious congress in 1927, many delegates came to Ma for serious
philosophical discussions. Aware of Ma’s samadhi and Her divine experiences, the delegates were stunned to hear quick, simple and straight answers from Ma who could hardly
read or write.
Bholanath started his sadhana in a shack near the Siddheshwari Kali temple, while Ma
lived in the only room in Ashram premises to help him in his sadhana. She had restricted
the meetings with devotees to ten minutes each, for this sake. For two months, Bholanath’s sadhana continued during which he went through several spiritual exercises and
moods. During this period, he initiated many Ashram Brahmacharis and others.

When he was doing his sadhana at Siddheshvari, he had seen the headless image of
Kali. When he disclosed this to Ma, she suggested him to visit Tarapeeth and continue his
sadhana. Bholanath went there and put himself up in the verandah of the temple. There,
despite houseflies and mosquitos, Bholanath did his sadhana at a stretch for several days
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without leaving his seat even once. It’s in Tarapeeth, he stopped his habit of chewing tobacco. In just seven days he attained a very high state of spiritual bliss. Bholanath noticed
that, Tara Ma’s jewellery were taken off in the night, and again in the morning she was redecorated with them. Now he remembered the headless figure of Kali, which he had seen,
resembles Tarama.
After the Ramana ashram was opened in 1929, daily functions were held with Ma being
the cynosure. Yet, without the slightest hesitation she left Dhaka in 1932.
She left all - Her established Ashram, thousands of followers, all facilities - for destination
unknown!
They went to Raipur Dehradun which was liked very much by Bholanath. Bholanath went
on a pilgrimage to Gangotri and other places and then stopped at Uttarkashi for his sadhana’. He lived there in an open verandah facing the north flowing Ganges. Here he-practised severe austerity in food habits during the two years of his very serious mediations.
Ma came once in between to see him. He attained to spiritual heights.
Bholanath’s Mahanirvana:
Jyotiscandra Ray, later known as “Bhaiji” was very famous and close devotee of Sri Ma.
Bhaiji leave his mortal coil in 1937.
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In 1938, it was the turn of Haridwar to host
Kumbha. The main Kumbha bath was on 14
April 1938. On that day, when Bholanath and his
disciples went to Brahmakunda for the holy bath,
Naga Sanyasis present there bathed him with
great interest and devotion.

Sri Ma returned to Dehradun after the holy bath,
Bholanath stayed there for ten more days. He
returned to Dehradun on 24 April with high fever
and stomach-ache. Soon the symptoms of small
pox appeared and he turned seriously ill.

Ma took upon Herself the entire care of Bholanath ji, which befuddled even the doctors
attending on him. During this time, Bholanath started calling Her Ma, Ma, like a child.
Ma said, “somehow proper care was being taken... Why does it happen, do you know?
Everything is same, the disease, the patient, and the medicine. One must not think about
consequences of the patient when nursing him. The care should be aimed towards the
satisfaction, and contentment of the patient. That’s why everything happened spontaneously when it was required.”

Sometime back, when Bholanath taking sanyas was discussed, Baba said to Ma, “I have
considered you as my Mother, but I can not make this feeling public. When I will take
Sannyas, the first alms I will ask from you, calling you Ma in public.”
Ma asked him, “Do. you remember sanyas mantra?” Yes, he said. The mantras were
found uttered inside Bholanath.

Ultimately, realising Ma’s real form, Bholanath addressed Her as ‘Ma’ and attained Nirvana. At that moment of his ‘Mahanirvana’, Ma’s palm was placed on his ‘Brahma randhra’.
Bholanath left his mortal coil, pronouncing the sanyas mantra amidst kirtan recital at the
Kishanpur ashram on 7th May 1938.
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Famous Devotees:
Smt. Kamala Nehru’s one-pointed devotion to Sri Ma was remarkable in its depth and
strength. She carried her memories to Switzerland and so influenced some of her friends,
that they came to India to see Sri Ma. Mahatma Gandhi came to know a lot about Sri Ma
from Kamalaji. He was so impressed by all that he heard that he sent his trusted right-hand
man Sri Jamnalal Bajaj to Sri Ma. He in his turn became so dedicated a devotee that Sri
Ma had the kheyala to travel to Wardha after his unexpected death and so met Gandhiji
himself. Sri Jawaharlal Nehru and Indiraji came to Sri Ma drawn to her inevitably by their
memories of the last days of Kamalaji.

The Raja Sahab of Solon: He became one of the foremost devotees and was known to all
as Jogibhai.

Ascetic Life:
She seemed fully aware of all doctrinal differences, never confusing one with the other in her conversations with the learned
pandits; yet she had not been initiated into any particular religious
order or trained by any yogic instructor. She had not encountered
any Guru who could have exerted any influence on her life.

Devotees would arrange for Bhagavat Saptah, Durga Puja, Chandipath etc. in their towns. They would pray for her presence at
these functions. Wherever Sri Ma stayed, it immediately became
the centre for a gathering of thousands. Sri Ma in her compassionate regard for the organisers moved out as soon as things
began to get out of hand. There was no central management in
Sri Ma’s vicinity; whoever was able, took charge for as long as he could. Matters arranged
themselves as it were.
Sadhu Samaj had avoided Sri Ma because she happened to be in the form of a woman. Sri
Prabhu Dattaji broke down this artificial barrier by inviting her to join council of sadhus at
Jhunsi in 1944.
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Thereafter Haribabaji Maharaj gave her the highest honour by accepting her word as
Shastra itself.
Later on other Sant Mahatmas like Sri Chakrapaniji and Sri Sharananandaji etc also
came to know and respect her.

“Matri Satsang” was the great time when Sri Ma answered the devotee’s questions to
all audience.
In her time she met with nearly all the political dignitaries who rose to power after Independence. They did not talk about state affairs with her. She only spoke about God and
the religious asprirations of man.

Mahanirvana:
In retrospect it now seems that Sri Ma started the process of withdrawing herself much
ahead of time. She became increasingly unavailable because it was said she was not
well. All her devotees know that illness happened to her because it was not her kheyala
to deny them access to her.

Many times she had said, “Why do you feel so antagonistic to illnesses? They also
come to this body like you do. Do I tell you to go away?”
Her last kheyala seemed to have been for the performance of the ati Rudra Yajna at
Kankhal. This was the greatest of the Vedic Yajnas. Under Sri Ma’s Guidance it was celebrated with such splendour and scrupulous adherence to every detail of scriptural injunctions that the Savants said Sri Ma had initiated the Satya Yuga in the fron Age of Kali.

Sri Jagadguru Sankaracharya of Shringeri, Sarada Peetham, wanted to invite her to
Shringeri on the occasion of the Annual Durga Puja and urged that she should get rid
of her illness speedily. She replied in her usual gentle tones, “This body has no illness,
Pitaji. It is being recalled toward the Unmanifest. Whatever you see happening now is
conducive toward that event”.
At the moment of bidding him farewell next day she again reiterated her inability to accede to his wishes, saying “As the Atma, I shall ever abide with you”.
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Sri Ma spent her last days at Kishenpur Ashram.
She made no farewells apart from saying “Sivaya
namah” on the night of the 25th; this mantra is indicative of the final dissolution of worldly bondages. She became Unmanifest on Friday evening of
August 27th, 1982 around 8 P.M. Kankhal at the
foothill of the Himalayas is holy land. All monastic
orders have their Head Quarters at Hardwar.
Anandamayi Ma was a holy woman without
formal religious training or initiation whose status
was based entirely on her ecstatic states. She
did not have an outer guru, though she did hear
voices that told her what religious and meditative
practices to perform. She emphasized the importance of detachment from the world and religious
devotion. She also encouraged her devotees to serve others. She did much traveling and
wandering, at times refusing to stay at the ashrams her devotees provided for her.
The highest honour was given to her; a procession of thousands escorted the vehicle
carrying her body from Dehra Dun to Kankhal. The Mahanirvani Akhadha arranged for the
last rites of Samadhi. As Sri Ma had said she did belong to everybody and so everybody
participated in bidding farewell to the human body which had sustained their beloved Ma
for 86 years.
Sri Ma came at a time when India as well as the world passed through many crises. She
remained as one of the people, throughout it, imparting hope and solace and upholding
the age old ideals of our tradition through overwhelming impacts of alien influences. She
fully understood the existential implications of the present age of technology and by her
way of being in the world put it in a correct perspective for those who wished to see beyond it.
We think the soil of Bharatvarsha is holy. Once in a while we see in India, not merely a
teacher, or just a saint but an exemplar of the way of life which is the quintessence of
her spirit. India cherishes a coming together of heaven and earth, a commingling of the
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timeless order and the order of time; a meeting of horizons of the eternal yearning in man
and the descent of Grace. Once in a while such a dream is realized. We find a Teacher,
a Jagadguru, who not only awakens the longing for the quest for Truth but enkindles and
sustains faith in its ultimate fulfillment.

Teachings:
“As you love your own body, so regard everyone as equal to your own body. When the
Supreme Experience supervenes, everyone’s service is revealed as one’s own service.
Call it a bird, an insect, an animal or a man, call it by any name you please, one serves
one’s own Self in every one of them.”

“…this body has lived with father, mother, husband, and all. This body has served the
husband so you may call it wife. It has prepared dishes for all so you may call it cook. It
has done all sorts of scrubbing and menial work, so you may call it a servant. But if you
look at the thing from another standpoint you will realize that this body has served God,
for when I serve my father, mother, husband, and others, I simply considered them as
different manifestations of the Almighty, and served them as such. When I sat down and
prepared food, I did so as if it were in a ritual, for the food cooked was, after all, meant for
God. Whatever I did, I did in the spirit of the divine service. Hence, I was not quite worldly,
though always engaged in household affairs. I had but one ideal, to serve all as God, to
do everything for the sake of God.”

Once Paramahansa Yogananda met Anandamayi Ma and asked her about her life.
She replied,
“…My consciousness has never associated itself with this temporary body. Before I came
on this earth Father, I was the same. I grew into womanhood but still I was the same.
When the family in which I had been born made arrangements to have this body married,
I was the same. And Father, in front of you now, I am the same. Even afterwards, though
the dance of creation changed around me in the halls of eternity, I shall be the same.”

Main Source: http://www.anandamayi.org/life-history/
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INTRODUCTION
At the time of the advent of Swami Dayananda the four Vedas were confined only to a
handful of pandits and were not accessible to the masses, and were prohibited for the ladies
and the shuudras as a whole. A proverbial saying in the name of Shruti was coined as “stri
shuudro naadhiiyaataam” (i.e. the Vedas are prohibited for the ladies and the Shuudra). In
fact there is not shruti like this. Pandits who had monopolized the Vedas, never encouraged
the commentary of the Vedas in the language of the masses. Those Pandits had declared
that a demon named shankhaasura had taken the Vedas to the underworld (paatala). Even
those Pandits who had crammed the Vedic mantras, mostly did not care to know the meanings of mantras, and had restricted the use of the mantras to cramming or to recitation only
and had declared that the mantras lose their significance and importance if their meaning
is attempted, they bear fruit only by recitation. Swami Dayananda who was great and incomparable scholar of the Vedas observed this sad situation and came to the conclusion
that one of the most important cause of the down trodden and lamentable condition of the
Hindus was that they had been deprived of the knowledge of God, i.e the Vedas. He had
initiated a number of reform movements but he laid great stress on the wide preaching of
the Vedas.
IDENTIFYING THE VEDAS
The Vedas contain the seeds of all knowledge. Vedas are the oldest book in the library of
man. They are the basis of all dharma, philosophy, culture and elements of all dharma. The
knowledge contained in the Vedas is declared limitless. It has been possible because each
mantra has several meanings. The Vedas were bestowed to the first four primeval rishis and
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from them it has passed on from generation to generation by oral transmission till now, and
hence is called shruti.
Most of the scriptures suffer from the fact that much matter has been added later on to the
original books as a sort of adulteration. Mahabharata, for example, itself contains a verse
saying that once it had twenty four thousand verses. Now it is made up of over a hundred
thousand verses. Examples can be multiplied in regard to several other works also.
But the position is quite different in regard to the Vedas. The Vedic mantras are so rigidly
controlled by several means like the rules of Chhandah Shhaastra (metrics) and the mantras are numbered so carefully that no adulteration has been possible. Some recitation
texts of the mantras were created to keep the Vedic texts absolutely free from adulteration. Swami Dayananda founder of the Arya Samaj, has accepted the four Vedic humans
collections of mantras (the Samhitaas) as self-evident, asserting that no other evidence is
required to prove or attest what is contained in the Vedic mantras. All other scriptures are
stated to be acceptable only to such extent as their version is attested by or is confirmed by
or is in accordance with Vedic mantras.
As the sun shines by its own light, and needs no other source of light to illuminate it, so the
Vedas are self-relevant and need no other evidence to support their observances. But as
moon shined not by its own light, but shines by the reelection of the sun’s light, so all other
scriptures are acceptable only if supported by the Vedic Samhitaa (mantras)
The word veda is derived from the root ‘Vid’ which means knowledge, power gain and
meditation. In the Rig-Vedaadi-Bhaashya-Bhumika (Introduction to the commentary of the
Vedas) Swami Dyaananda accepts that the scope of the Vedas is not limited to knowledge
only but covers the areas of power, gain and meditation also.

1. THE RIG VEDA
From the point of view of knowledge, the Vedas are indivisible, but on the basis of subject-matter etc. the Vedas are four, viz, the Rig Veda, the Yajur Veda, the Saama Veda and
the Atharva Veda.
Rik is a derivative from the root ‘rich Stutau’ (to praise) meaning “Satuvanti padaarthaanaam, guna-karmaswabha-avaan yayaa saa Rik. Rik chaasau vedashcha Rig-Vedah” i.e.
one which contains attributes, functions and nature of all material objects is Rik, and the
container of true knowledge is Veda. Man needs to know the attributes of the objects first of
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all and hence this aspect has been enlightened first of all in the Rig Veda.
In the earlier times 1127 shaakhaas of the four Vedas including the four original were
available. But during the medieval period the ancient literature was ruthlessly destroyed.
Libraries were burnt by foreign invaders. So most of the ancient literature is not available
now. The four original Vedas and some shaakhaa tests have been reserved. The original
Rig Veda is also known as Shaaklya Samhita.
2. THE YAJURVEDA
The word Yajush is derived from the root ‘yaj’ which means worship of God, company of
learned and noble persons and charity. Rig Veda discusses the attributes of objects and
the yajurveda describes the procedure and knowledge of making their proper use. There
are two schools of Yajr veda (sampradaaya) viz. the shukla. Yajur Veda and the Krishna
Yajur Veda. Shukla Yajur Veda has two Shaakhaas known as the Maadhyandina Samhitaa and the Kaanva Samhitaa. The former, viz, the Maadhyandina Shukla Yajr Veda Samhitaa is the original veda. All other available mantra texts of the Veda are its Shaakhaa
texts, i.e. explanatory texts.

3. THE SAAMA VEDA
This is derived from the root ‘sho antakarmani’- The attributes of objects have been described by the Rig Veda and the procedure and knowledge of their proper use have been
mentioned in the Yajurveda. The Saama veda contains to what extent and up to what limit
the objects will yield result. Mantras of the four Vedas are mostly in poetry and some in
prose. The Saamaveda mantras have the specially of being sung musically.

4. THE ATHARVA VEDA
Derived from the root “Tharvati-shcharati-karmaa.” Whatever is left from the Rig, the Yajur
and the Saamavedas, has been described in the Atharva veda. It also describes how
to preserve and protect, and the doubts have also been discussed (from Rig-Vedaadi
Bhaashya-Bhuumikaa).
The mantras of all the four Vedas have been numbered most systematically and thus their
quantitative authenticity has been decided, so that an adultered mantra cannot be introduced in any part of any Veda in the beginning, in the middle or at the end. Further letters
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of each mantra have also strictly been counted as per rules of metrica and not a single
letter may added or deleted.

IMPORTANCE OF THE STUDY OF THE VEDAS
Study of the Vedas is essential, along with other factors, for the attainment of God’
One who labors in the study of works other than the Vedas gets Shuudratva with family.
“It means the study of the Vedas has the supreme importance.”
Though the period of life to study is the Brahmacharya Ashrama (stage of celibacy and
student life) yet even after entering the family life, there should be no slackness in the
study of the Vedas. When the students used to leave the teacher’s abode after the
completion of the study period, in his valedictory address (samaavartana) the teacher
used to say- Speak the truth. Follow the dharma. Never be sluggish in the study (of the
Vedas) God never dies and never decays. This is clear indication from Veda itself that
the knowledge is from God, it is immortal and ever new.
There is no bar or restrictions of country, period, caste, creed, sex or colour for the
study of the Vedas. God in the Yajurvedic mantra says, I bestow this knowledge of the
Vedas for all persons, similarly you also preach it to all including the Braahmanas, the
Kshatriyas, the Vaishyas, the Shuudras, servants, ladies and even persons lower than
shuudras”. Hence knowledge of Vedas is for all human beings, any restrictions imposed
by ignorant or selfish persons is against God Himself and hence all discrimination in
studying, reciting, teaching or learning the Vedas is not only unacceptable but condemnable too.

THE NEED OF THE ENLIGHTENMENT OF THE VEDAS
Since the origin of man on earth, he has made wonderful progress in the field of knowledge and sciences. The different subjects of sciences and other knowledge have
been-bifurcated into numerous branches and sub-branches, and most of them have
such an explosion of knowledge that the life of man seems too short to study fully even
one branch or sub-branch of a subject. As a result of this art knowledge , man has been
successful in making large number of inventions and is still progressing tremendously
and the thirst for further knowledge to make more and more experimentation to obtain
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new inventions, is constantly on the increase.
An inquisitive person may naturally have desire to know where is the original source or
seed of this so vast a tree of knowledge and science. A gardener by his efforts, turns a
seed into a plant and a plant into a big tree, but all the gardeners of the world and all the
scientists if pooled together cannot make much from a plant, even a leaf of a tree or a
blade of grass. A farmer can produce thousands of wheat grains from one, but science
has yet to succeed to make a seed or grain of wheat in the laboratory. The gardener got
the seed of the plant, or the farmer obtained the seed grain of wheat from extra human
efforts-this fact is evident and needs no further proof or logic.
This logic also stands true for all knowledge and science. We will have to deduce that
man got the original source of knowledge from extra human sources. Just as man can develop a seed into a plant but cannot grow plant without a seed and cannot create a seed;
in the same way be his experience and efforts, man can develop knowledge but cannot
create the original source. Man obtained the seed or original knowledge from somewhere
outside the domain of human efforts.
By the lapse of years of age of a person, he may gain maturation, but not inculcation of
new knowledge. Man has been on this earth since several hundred centuries, or more,
but even today, in dense forests and remote secluded areas like islands, we find races
of man who are almost totally devoid of knowledge and science, where human life is no
better than animal life and no culture or civilization has yet developed there. This is because people of those races have had no source of origin of knowledge. A child inspite
of maturity of age, cannot obtain any knowledge if he has no access to sources imparting knowledge. A boy deaf by birth does not listen to any sound, so he cannot speak any
meaningful word, unless taught by modern methods of teaching deaf and dumb children
Experiments have also been made where normal children were totally cut off from society and were brought up by deaf and dumb mid-wife and nurses. Those children could
not learn to pronounce a single meaningful word. We conclude therefore, that knowledge
cannot be obtained automatically by human efforts only without the source or origin being
outside the learner’s domain.
This fact stands more true for abstract and highly intelligible subjects pertaining to topics
like God, soul, philosophical subjects, virtue, vice, prescribed duty and prohibited acts,
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ethics and scriptures were original source of knowledge has to be from outside human
efforts.
The teacher teaches a student and thus the knowledge is imparted. This process has
been going on from one generation to the other since times immemorial. For a student of
today his teacher, parents, society, play ground, friends’ circle, radio, television and newspapers etc. are the main sources from which the child learn. If we go back to generations,
we will have to arrive at that generation of man when he had none of the above mentions
sources of getting education-say the first generation of man on earth, who or what was
the source of knowledge for him? That source should have been the original or the first
source and could not be from any human being.

CONCLUSION
For this original source of knowledge, followers of different religions claim their scriptures.
Zindavasta, the Bible, the Koran and the sacred books of other ancient civilization are
regarded as knowledge received from God by the Persians, the Christians, Muslims and
other religions respectively. The concept of the Vedic dharma is that the four Vedas are
the boost of true knowledge. In the first principle, it has been established with clear logic
and evidences that the Gracious, Almighty, Formless God, for the well being of his immortal viz the humanity at large bestowed knowledge at the time of emergence of human
being on this earth.
It has been accepted indisputably that the Veda are the oldest books in the library of man,
and hence only Vedas are the True knowledge bestowed by God.
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Introduction
As the title of the paper suggests, this paper talks about the evolution of the Bhumija
spire and the spatial locations of various Bhumija shrines in India. But before we arrive
at the description of Bhumija spire and its peculiar features, it is essential to have a brief
understanding of the meaning of the Hindu Temple. The Hindu temple is based on a
simple and direct concept of worship with a ritual of prayer involving a dialogue between
the devotee and the deity of the temple (Hardy, 1995). The sole purpose of every Hindu
temple is to be a house for a god whose image or idol is installed at the heart or core of
the monument. This concept applies to any scale or form of a Hindu Temple ranging from
a road-side shrine to any of the grandest work of royal patronage.

Classification of Hindu temples
Hindu temples can be classified on the basis of several aspects. For instance, they could
be classified on the basis of any of the following criteria:
1. The Deity of the Temple: If the temple is devoted to Shiva it is a Shivalaya or a Shaiva temple. If it is devoted to Parshvanatha, it becomes a Jain derasara and so on.
2. The Number of Shrines in the Temple: If the temple has one shrine it is a single
shrine temple. If it has two shrines besides a common Mandapa (prayer hall) it is a double shrine temple. If it has three shrines attached to a common mandapa, it is a Triple
shrine temple.
3. The Plan – form of the Sanctum: If the sanctum has been planned on an orthogonal
grid it is an orthogonal plan. If the plan of the sanctum of a temple is generated on the
principle of a rotated square, it is a stellate plan.
4. The Circumbulation Path: If the temple possesses an ambulatory path it is a ‘Sandhara’ temple. If it is devoid of a circumbulatory path it is a ‘Niradhara’ temple.
5. The Number of Projections or Buttresses in the exterior face of the sanctum:
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If there are 3 nos. of projections or buttresses (one central and two on each side/corner
offsets) then it is a ‘triratha’ temple. If there are 5 buttresses or offsets it is a ‘pancharatha’
temple. Similarly ‘saptaratha’, ‘navaratha’ and so on. However it has to be noted that the
number of projections is always an odd number since the plan of any temple is symmetrical about the central axis.
6. The Regional modes of Temple Architecture in India: If the temple is situated in the
northern part of India, it is a ‘Nagara’ temple. A temple in South India is termed as a ‘Dravida’ or ‘Karnata’ temple. And likewise all temples located in the central part of India are
termed as ‘Vesara’ temples. (Albanese, 2004)
Similarly there are several other ways of classifying temples on the basis of anga, number
of storeys or bhumi in elevation of the Bhumija Shikhara and so on. But since the current
paper has to focus on the evolution of the Bhumija Shikhara we have to understand further bifurcation of the regional classification of temples mentioned in the previous paragraph.

The above table shows the classification of Temple Architecture in India with respect to
the regional modes of temple architecture. It also gives their respective styles developed
gradually with the evolution of each regional mode of Indian temple architecture. Here,
however it is necessary to mention the styles of ‘Nagara’ mode: Latina, Shekhari, Bhumija and Valabhi. Out of these the Latina and Valabhi are contemporaneous; whereas the
Shekhari and Bhumija are an outcome of the Latina style of the ‘Nagara’ mode. A Bhumija
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Shikhara sits either on an ‘orthogonal’ plan or a ‘stellate’ plan of the sanctum of a ‘Nagara’
temple.
Evolution of the Bhumija Shikhara
Here we are elaborating on the Nagara temples of India and various sub-styles of this
language.
But before that it has to be remembered that the development and evolution of different
substyles was not a sudden phenomenon but a gradual process.
The evolution of the Nagara Shikhara from pyramidal, then the curvilinear Ekandaka (single spired)- Latina and finally the fully fledged Anekandaka (multi spired)- Shekhari and
Bhumija, can be traced as follows:
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Features of Bhumija Shikhara
“The Bhumija, one of the two composite styles of Nagara
type can be seen as a development of the Latina Shikhara.
A Bhumija Shikhara consists of storied arrangement of kutas
placed over miniature stambhas arranged in rows, creating
an illusion of vertically thrown necklaces of gigantic beads.
The Madhyalata receives a strong emphasis in the shape of
a mala. The Shurasenaka is made of a single chaitya-dormer.
The crowning member is the amalasaraka of a peculiar non
Nagara kind where its serration follows the plan of the Shikhara.” (Dhaky, 1977)

Meaning of Bhumija
Etymologically, Bhumija means ‘earth born’
or ‘country born’ (Kramrisch, 1976). But the
meaning “country-born” loses its validity
since, apart from the Samaranganasutradhara, it is also used in the Aparajitapruccha
and the Lakshmanasamucchaya compiled
outside Malava. The Aparajita gives a lengthy
discussion on the origin of the fourteen medieval temple-types and while it attributes the
origin of all other temple-types to the deities
and demons, Bhumija is the only class attributed to the human kings.
Thus Bhumija might mean “of a secular origin” unlike the other forms which were believed
to be of a divine or a super-natural origin. Again, since ‘bhumi’ is an architectural term
meaning “storey”, this gives a third interpretation of the word Bhumija meaning “born of
the storey”. This may indicate that, Bhumija was the only Nagara-mode arisen with the
living memory of the compilers and that the favour accorded to it by some royal dynast
was known.
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The Bhumija style has certain marked peculiarities, with Shikhara being the chief one.
The Shikhara shows four latas with the usual chaitya arches on the central rathas and
a distinctive grouping of miniature Shikharas of diminishing heights on the four quadrants between the latas, the number of these miniature Shikharas varying from three to
five rows vertically and five to nine rows horizontally. Decorative in style, they are called
kutastambha or stambhakuta in the texts, meaning kuta (miniature Shikharas) resting on
pilasters.

The sculptured medallion within a large chaitya window (Shurasenaka) at the base of the
lata on the three sides and corresponding to the same feature appearing a little higher up
as a Shukanasa on the front face of the Shikhara; the Shurasenaka applied on the face
of the Shukanasa is as a rule larger and more elaborate. The temples of this mode are
essentially ‘nirandhara’, for a sandhara plan is incompatible with the Bhumija Shikhara.
There are other directives also given in the texts – as in the proportions of the doorway,
the pitha (socle) and in elevational features – which the extant monuments generally follow. These texts devote a chapter exclusively to a detailed description of the ground plan,
elevation and ornamentation of the Bhumija temples of three varieties of plan, namely,
caturashra (orthogonal), vritta (circular) and ashtashala (comprising of eight bhadras or
principal offsets).

Indian states possessing Bhumija shrines
In India there are four main northern states possessing fully fledged Bhumija shrines:
Madhya Pradesh, Maharashtra, Rajasthan and Gujarat. However it should be noted that
Malava (current Madhya Pradesh region) is believed to be the homeland of Bhumija style
of North Indian Hindu temples.

On the basis of the research carried out by Prof. Krishna Deva, published in Studies in Indian Temple Architecture, (Deva, 1975) a state-wise list of Bhumija Shrines in India could
be furnished.

The same are given as follows:
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Bhumija temples in M.P:

Bhumija temples in Maharashtra:

Bhumija temples in Rajasthan:
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Bhumija temple in Gujrat:

Spatial distribution of Bhumija shrines in India

Findings
As mentioned earlier in the paper Malava (M.P) is believed to be the land of origin of Bhumija style. But still as evident from the above tables, the earliest Bhumija temple known so
far is not in M.P. It is in Gujarat – the Ranamukteshvara temple. This implies two possibilities:
1. That the style might have originated near to this region of Gujarat, or
2. That this region of Gujarat might have been a part of the then Malava.
In any case, nothing can be said firmly at this point of time. This assertion can be achieved
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only after further research in the direction. The graph showing the time-line of various
Bhumija shrines across states of India is shown as follows:

Endnote:
i. All sketches and drawings are reproduced from the unpublished B. Arch. Thesis of the
author submitted to S.V.I.T, Vasad in the year 2006.
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SPECIAL REPORT
Historical Judgement on Asaram Bapu case !

The popular opinion is “No one is above the law in India”.

Are you agreeing?
Just take a look on both cases of Salman Khan, and try to analyze Time, Charges and Verdict with respect to case; later on immediate procedure of bail.

For what, media show sympathy on Salman Khan? ??
Why media keep quite on immediate bail of Salman Khan’s both cases???

Similarly watch and analyze the cases of
A. raja, Kanimozhi,
Soniya Gandhi, Rahul Gandhi,
Robert Vadra, Lalu Yadav,
Sanjay Dutt etc…
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Let’s look recent ‘Kathua case’,
Kathua case that happened in the month of January 2018, but highlighted in the month of
April 2018 by all media houses . Whereas numbers of Rape cases were registered on the
month of January as well as on April. Then why Kathua became a prime agenda in April.

From opinion of few people :
“ It can be conspirator’s agenda to affect the Asharam Bapu’s case verdict. That they
have done. In Asharam Bapu’s case FIR does not mention ‘Rape’ and Medical show
clean cheat on ‘Rape’, But Media houses highlighted a word ‘Rape’. Why ?

And finally life imprisonment to 82-year old saint who has positively touched the life of
millions of people across the globe! Strange ! But true !! ”

By the views of Subramanian Swamy, The case is fabricated and funded by Christian’s
missionaries with the support of Sonia Gandhi.

One program is telecasted on Sudarshan News that highlight the Christian missionaries
activities after verdict.

One thing to be notice, Bollywood spread obscenity which is prime reason of ‘Rape’
But media show them like great personalities. Whereas Hindu Saint who teach us good
things, but Media show them as ‘criminal’ in public mind.

Think ...

<--->
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Modern Science and India’s Universal Wisdom

Of course, for various reasons I was also brought up with less respect for the country. If one
asks why, then it requires me to write pages after pages. The reasons are mostly absurd and
unpleasantly paradoxical. This strange characteristic of India we hardly find in any other
countries.

In brief, my mind had gathered a good amount of misinformation about the country which I realized not very late. Thank God, that all didn’t get tenaciously ossified which would have been
very difficult later if I had to cleanse myself of or unlearn whole over again what I could have
learned from various biased sources. Please kindly note, those biased sources are still held
as credible. And, if ever any sane voice is raised against the biased academia then it is criticized as a vile attempt to distort the established history or as a show of insane chauvinism.
You will be totally disgraced. Therefore, many prefer to keep quiet.

Till a decade ago the computation of “Pi” was ascribed to a renowned German mathematician Gottfried Leibniz which was in fact wrong. What if an Indian research scholar would
have become adamant by saying that “Pi” was first computed by Madhava instead of
Leibniz? It would be like stirring up a hornet’s nest in India, if not in the West. Then Dr. Srinvastava, Prof. Mehta and others would have lampooned the researcher, the next day the
uproar of condemnation would have come from the media – so much so that he might have
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run the risk of losing all your academic carrier and position.

Incidentally, there in the west emerged a number of scholars like Marcus du Sautoy, the
former President of the Mathematical Association, and others, who battled hard to establish that “Pi” was first mathematically calculated by Madhava of India in the 14th century,
almost about three century earlier then by the German mathematician Leibniz. Very recently only the fact has been officially established and now known to be “Madhava–Leibniz series”. This bold step cannot be taken by any Indians within the country. Because
other Indian scholars would be foaming at the mouth. Discrediting the West is quite like
a blasphemy. Here people can proudly discredit their own country for which they usually
find good support. That is why they disrespect their languages, they often take delight in
disrespecting their heritage, and they can snobbishly distrust their native values.

I’m afraid, here in India, distrusting the nation’s glories requires no logic and trusting the foreign requires no validity!

Therefore, I must salute a few of the world-renowned westerners who awakened me.
Those dispassionate scholars who flashed their spotlight towards India for “knowledge”. That flashlight was to dispel what I call it as my delusion. It was in fact destined
to change my perspective to look at the country. One of the foremost among them to
change my mind was an opinion/quote by Robert Julius Oppenheimer (father of atomic bomb) which I had come upon in a world-acclaimed book “The Tao of Physics” by a
renowned American physicist Fritjof Capra.

This atomic scientist, who learnt Sanskrit around 1933 to go deeper into the ancient
text of India, proclaims, -- “What we find in Modern Physics is an exemplification, an encouragement and a refinement of old Indian wisdom”.

Though it appeared quite ridiculous to me but I could not dismiss it. Rather, this bold
opinion triggered my inner intellect. Of course, for a couple of months I remained skeptical of the views expressed by Oppenheimer, I persistently “reasoned” that a scientist
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does not utter a single word unless he/she evaluates the fact with the mathematical algorithms. In the meanwhile, I had overheard the roar of the father of Quantum Mechanic
– Erwin Schrodinger, best known for his “Schrodinger Equation” --- only one equation in
the vast studies of Quantum Mechanic. That “roar” was in consonant with what my inner
intuition vaguely held after reading the ancient text. Of course, it did not take me very long
to figure out what so marveled Schrodinger, and also other modern physicists like David
Bohm and the Nobel laureate Brain David Josephson about India’s literature of wisdom.

The very fundamental essence of the Vedanta that -- “apparent multiplicity is an illusion and everything in the universe is from ONE WHOLE” was thoughtfully paraphrased by Schrodinger.

The grand notion of the East that ‘MAKER AND THE MADE’ touched the heart of inquisitive Schrodinger. Indeed, after the in-depth research, observation and experimentation of
probably not less than a decade, Schrodinger remarked:

“The UNITY and CONTINUITY of Vedanta are reflected in the unity and continuity of ‘wave
mechanics’. The incredible doctrine that “All in ONE” of Upanishads perfectly dovetailed
with the new experimentation of the matter or “particle” and its subtle “wave function”.

That’s why we have infinite species of flowers amazingly blooming in uncanny colors and
fragrances at the same time in multiple Earth-like planets; we see endless verities of trees
bearing fruits with amazing flavors and tastes; all celestial stars are rotating and revolving
with perfect precision. Even one CELL/ATOM of an object is subtly as complex as a factory. Just imagine how many cells in the trillions and trillion of objects in the cosmic ocean?

What is most intriguing is that everything is in perfect order, perfect harmony and at peace.
Therefore, how could that be possible to “separate” the Divine from His boundless creations which are inherently divine themselves! So, the Vedantic proclamation that “Creator
and Creation are ONE” makes much more sense to Schrodinger and his likes.
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Sensing the grand meaning Schrodinger exclaimed in his masterpiece “What is life” :
“The earliest records, to my knowledge, date back some 2500 years or more... the recognition ATMAN = BRAHMAN (the personal “self” equals the omnipresent, all-comprehending eternal SELF) was in Indian thought considered, far from being blasphemous, to represent the quintessence of deepest insight into the “HAPPENINGS” of the world. The striving
of all the scholars of Vedanta was after having learnt to pronounce with their lips, really
assimilate in their minds this grandest of all thoughts.”

It’s worthwhile to mention here that “The Unity and unified theory of Upanishads” was
introduced to this great modern scientist by the front-ranking thinker of Germany – Arthur
Schopenhauer. Albert Einstein always held Schopenhauer as one of his masters whose
portrait he had decorated his study room with.

Finally, I salute a very brilliant American historian Will Durant who, after serious studies of
the history and philosophy of the East and the West, concluded:

“India was the motherland of our “race”, and Sanskrit the mother of European languages. She was the Mother of our philosophy, of our mathematics, of the ideals embodied in
Christianity, of self-government and democracy. Mother India is in many ways the Mother
of us all.”

Will Durant authored a world-acclaimed series ‘Story of Civilization’ in 11 volumes. But
what is so weird is that this Mother Indian has given birth to some of the children who consider themselves totally orphaned unless they follow and adopt the West and find fault with
the East!

- Salil Gewali, Shillong

< --- >
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HINDU’S PRIDE
Why do we regard trees and plants as sacred?

The Lord, the life in us, pervades all
living beings, be they plants or animals.

Hence, they are all regarded as
sacred. Human life on earth depends
on plants and trees. They give us the
vital factors that make life possible on earth: food, oxygen, clothing, shelter, medicines etc.

Hence, in Bharat (India), we are taught to regard trees and plants as sacred. Indians scriptures tell us to plant ten trees if, for any reason, we have to cut one. We are advised to use
parts of trees and plants only as much as is needed for food, fuel, shelter etc. we are also
urged to apologies to a plant or tree before cutting it to avoid incurring a specific sin named
soona.

Certain trees and plants like tulasi, peepal etc., which have tremendous beneficial qualities,
are worshipped till today. It is believed that divine beings manifest as trees and plants, and
many people worship them to fulfill their desires or to please the Lord.

We worship Pepal (Bodhi Tree of Enlightenment), Banyan (Tree of Life), Bael (A Medicinal
Tree), Ashoka (A Guard Against Grief), Coconut (Ceremonial Food), Mango ( Icon of Love
and Fertility), Banana (The Resourceful Tree), Neem (A Tree of Healing), Sandalwood (Sacred Incense).

<--->
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The Great Indian Irony
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AYUR PLANT
Palash Sharbat benefits in urinary and menstrual problems

How to prepare ‘Palash Sharbat’:
Soak all the dry Palash flowers ( a large handful) with five glasses of water for four to six
hours or till the flowers lose colour. Stir well, strain and serve chilled.
To improve taste, soak fennel seed along with the ingredients. Add juice, black salt, cumin
powder, pepper powder or fresh mint leaves before serving.

Shantilal Kothari, a traditional nutrition scientist from Academy of Nutritional Improvement
in Nagpur, says the flower benefits in case of urinary and menstrual problems. As part of
his research, Kothari asked a group of women suffering from cramps and heavy bleeding to
take 100 ml of concentrated palash sherbet every day for six months.

“About 90 per cent of the women reported less problems within a month,” says Kothari.

< ---
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